Example: Romeo

Romeo says this in Act 1 Scene 1. He is confused about the way that love is making him feel.

Q: Loving Love or Loving hate?

Repetition of "o" - He is very dramatic

Emphasis his confusion

Love is causing him pain.

"loving" means fighting.

He is conflicted by his emotions making him feel...
Example: Mr. Billing

Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.

Repetition emphasizes his foolishness.

Ironic. This is dramatic audience know sink in Titanic, which the he is talking about the.

1912. This is dramatic view. It seems foolish, therefore his capital is to make him (and Mr. Billing) say that he is unsinkable.

Show [link to context] what Phrestyle is using this character to would say about the quote, including note why it was said. Note when it was said. Note who says it.

For each quote, you need to:

character and theme.

You need to pick x3 quotes for every other quotation sheet.

Complete a Character/Theme page for each of the characters and themes on the year 10: An Inspector Calls